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Combating Surprise for Critical
Infrastructure Resilience

Abstract: Despite best practices for robust design, critical infrastructure remains vulnerable to natural
disasters, extreme weather, and hybrid attacks. Standard planning, engineering, construction, and operations
guidance promote high-performance, high-reliability systems that provide critical services (e.g., energy,
mobility, and water). However, acute impacts of natural disasters like hurricanes and floods pose a constant
threat to civilian and military communities alike. One reason infrastructure remains vulnerable to unexpected
climate events is there is no single agreed-upon definition of resilience to guide system analysis and design.
Still, one of the key commonalities across many resilience definitions is a need for the system to respond or
adapt when challenged by unanticipated and extreme events. I refer to these events broadly as surprises and
treat resilience as a capacity to adapt to surprise. In this work, I discuss the need to understand, study, and
learn from surprise events to improve the resilience of critical infrastructure systems. I present a simple
framework for characterizing surprise and the related decision-making contexts infrastructure operators and
emergency managers must face. Importantly, case studies on large-scale infrastructure failures and natural
disasters present counter examples to prevailing notions of infrastructure resilience and demonstrate the
benefits of matching adaptive response to surprise context.
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